Abstract. In this paper we define the operation ©G on the set of all generalized hypersubstitutions and investigate some algebraic-structural properties of the set of all generalized hypersubstitutions and of some submonoids M of the set of all generalized hypersubstitutions, respectively.
Introduction
The concept of a hypersubstitution was introduced by K. Denecke, D. Lau, R. Poschel and D. Schweigert in [2] , In [7] , the author and K. Denecke generalized the concept of a hypersubstitution to a generalized hypersubstitution. This is useful for several applications, such as, to solve the hyperunification problem means to decide whether any two given terms t, t' of the same type are hyperunifiable or not. In a corresponding way we can formulate the generalized hyperunification problems. Our results can be used to solve the hyperunification problem and the generalized hyperunification problem for the type r = (2) (see [7] ). A generalized hypersubstitution is a mapping from the set of all fundamental operations into the set of all terms of the same language which does not necessarily preserve the arity. Generalized hypersubstitutions can be extended to mappings defined on the set of all terms of the given type. This extension is uniquely determined and allows us to define a multiplication denoted by o G , on the set Hypoir) of all generalized hypersubstitutions of type r. The multiplication o G is an example of operation on generalized hypersubstitutions. In [6] , the author defined the other binary operation +G on Hypc{r) and proved that (HYPCIR)i +G> °G)
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S. Leeratanavalee is a left seminear-ring but it is not a right seminear-ring. In this paper we will define another operation on Hypcir) and give some algebraic-structural properties of the set of all generalized hypersubstitutions and of some submonoids M of the set of all generalized hypersubstitutions.
Generalized hypersubstitutions
In this section, we want to briefly recall some basic concepts of generalized hypersubstitutions that will be referred to the following sections. For more details on generalized hypersubstitutions see [8] .
Let {fi | i G 1} be an indexed set of operation symbols of type r where fi is rii-ary, n^ G N \ {0}, and let W T (X) be the set of all terms built up by elements of the alphabet X = {xi,x2,..., x n ,...} and operation symbols from {fi i £ /}. Generalized hypersubstitutions of type r are mappings a : {fi | i G 1} -• W T {X) which do not necessarily preserve the arities. To define the extension a of a to a mapping defined on the set W T (X) of all terms of type r, we defined inductively the concept of superposition of terms S m : W T (X) m+1 -> W T (X) by the following steps: 
. , t m )).
Then we have the following proposition. 
.,t m ). m
The generalized hypersubstitution a can be extended to a mapping a : W r (X) -> W T (X) on the set of all terms of type r by the following steps: 
An algebraic-structural property of generalized hypersubstitutions
In this section, we investigate an algebraic-structural property of the set of all generalized hypersubstitutions. We first recall from [6] the definition of a left (right) seminear-ring. In [6] , the author defined the binary operation +G on HypG(r) by
Then we have the following propositions.
PROPOSITION 3.2 ([6]). For arbitrary generalized hypersubstitutions <72
and <73, and Proof. 
Proof.
(<7l OQ (<72 ©G £73))(fi) They defined a number of natural such submonoids based on various properties of hypersubstitutions. Now, we will extend these concepts to generalized hypersubstitutions and investigate some algebraic-structural properties of some submonoids M of the set of all generalized hypersubstitutions. Definition 4.1. Let r = (n,)i € /,nj € N \ {0}, be a type with an operation symbol /¿, of the arity RII for each I G I. 
A generalized hypersubstitution

FOR ANY TYPE r, THE SETS PQ{T) U {AID}, LEFTCIR), RIGHTAIR), OUTCIR), REGAIR), AND PRECIR) ARE SUBMONOIDS OF HYPO(T).
P r o o f. It is clear that the identity hypersubstitution al(i belongs to all of these sets, PG{T)U{AID}, LEFTG(T), RIGHTAIR),
OuiG(r), REGCIR), and PreG(r). Let (7i, (72 € Pcir)U{aid}-We have to prove that a\oG<72 G Pcir)U{aid}• We consider the four cases. 
Let a € Outcir) and t € WT(X).
We will prove by induction on the complexity of the term t that the first and the last variable occurring in a [t] agree with the first and the last variable, respectively, occurring in t. 
Let a € Regcir) and t € Wr(X).
We will prove by induction on the complexity of the term t that the variables occurring in t and a [t] 
Proof. 
Proof. Let o\ G PG(r)\Hyp(r) and a2 G PG(r).
Then cri(fi) = Xj, 3j > rii
Thus (72oqo\ G PG(r)\Hyp(r). So Pa(T)\Hyp(T)
is a left ideal of Pg(t is a right ideal of Preo(r).
•
